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Foster said the number of campsites was limited for tribal visitors this year and the tribe was able to give priority to Oregon
residents. Cuyaprami is a small camp that has a single spot for 25 or so RV’s. Campsites for use by tents or pop-up campers are
also available. To reach Interstate 5 take BNSF East or West train, or Amtrak from Chugwater to Pendleton. Amtrak does not
stop in Powell, so you would be required to take a commercial bus from Pendleton to Powell. BNSF is slow moving and the

location of the train station is inconvenient, especially if you are traveling from the eastern end of the state. To reach US 2 east
of Pendleton, take I-80 or US 30 north. US 2 is a major east-west route. Powell has four gas stations, including one called The

Food Kitchen (not to be confused with The Food Shed, a restaurant/shopping facility in St. Stephen). The best airport for flying
to Powell and vice-versa is Pendleton Municipal Airport. By Bus BNSF Railroad is the rail line serving Powell. BNSF does not
offer day passes. A day pass, which can be used to travel anywhere along BNSF, must be purchased in Pendleton, at the BNSF
ticket office. Powell is the nearest city to Portland. Buses travel directly between the cities. The cost is $14.00, and the fastest

bus to Portland is scheduled for 4 hours. Both BNSF and Greyhound offer buses that travel to Portland. The buses run less often
than BNSF Rail. Buses should be boarded at the Elks Lodge just east of downtown at 316 Kansas Ave. By Air The closest

airport is Pendleton Municipal Airport. One of the railroad employees will tell you where it is, but here is its IATA code: PED
If you want to fly into Portland International Airport, it is in Oregon. The following information is from the Oregon Department

of Transportation. Click here for further information. Interstate 5 is one of the US Highways that passes through eastern
Oregon. It is a major east-west highway that links many major cities in Oregon, including Bend, Salem, Portland, and

Vancouver. Powell is located on I-5, and this link provides the location of the City of Pendleton and the nearest highway exits.
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The Help File (while you are logged in) contains a lot of information about the software. The file is located in your My
Documents folder. Microsoft Windows 7 64-bit Developer Image. www.www.www.www.www.www.www.www.www.www.ww
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